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Benefit Cosmetics collects
Zero-Party Data with interactive quiz 
experience.
Unbox your mood… How Benefit Cosmetics used an 
interactive experience to enrich customer profiles.

Benefit Cosmetics, part of the LVMH group is a global brand with a vibrant

personality who has always pushed the envelope with its instant beauty

solutions, creative storytelling and unique packaging…. It is not only a make-up

business, a feel-good business. Begun in 1976 by fashion-model twin sisters Jean

and Jane Ford, San Francisco-based Benefit Cosmetics is conceived on the notion

of making cosmetics and beauty fun and more approachable. The company

slogan, “laughter is the best cosmetic” derives from this concept.

CHALLENGE
As competition increases, Benefit Cosmetics is facing increasing pressure to

deliver more personalised experiences to engage. Benefit Cosmetics wanted to

engage their audience and understand their customer’s personalities by collecting

data that would allow them to offer personalised product recommendations and

drive conversions.

“Our Odicci Profiler not 
only helped us to create 
meaningful customer 
engagement during a 
very digital year, it also 
enriched our customer 
data with valuable 
insights. We’ve since 
used this data to create 
a better customer 
experience through 
personalised campaigns, 
which has directly 
increased revenue.”

Ursula Casserly
Senior CRM & e-Commerce Coordinator

C A S E    S T U D Y



RESULTS

The Zero-Party Data collected from the experience was subsequently

transferred to Exponea, Benefit’s Customer Data Platform.

According to recent research conducted by Nosto, 66% of

survey respondents claim, they are driven to purchase if the

brand’s website recommends new or relevant products that

are similar to what they’re shopping for, further boosted

where a brand offers an online quiz-like experience.

The Unbox your mood quiz reflects on current
consumer experiences and provides insight
into consumer intent.

SOLUTION
With the help of Odicci – market leading customer engagement platform

specialising in Zero-Party Data collection solutions – The Unbox your mood

experience was created, designed to collect enriched data to be used for

future customer targeting.

This experience combined with multiple traffic sources from email, social

media and their homepage allowed existing and new Benefit customers to

participate in a fun and interactive personality profiler that presented

tailored offers and content based on their personas plus the addition of a

‘shop’ now call to action at the end of the experience that helped to boost

sales!

53%
opt-in rate

Find out more
Contact us for a demonstration of 
the Odicci Engagement Platform 
the all-in one Zero-Party Data 
collection platform.

hello@odicci.com
+44 20 7903 86 30
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